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IN THIS ISSUE�
WELCOME to our Spring

newsletter for families, governors

and stakeholders to find out all

about what has been happening

over the past term here at Future

Finders Employability College!

We would like to take this

opportunity to wish all of our

pupils, staff and families all the

very best for Easter.
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INTERACT WITH US!
You can keep up with what we’re doing here at Future Finders via our Facebook page

and through our weekly blogs. The New Bridge Group Twitter and Facebook pages

also provide regular updates from across the New Bridge family.

We love to see your feedback and comments and look forward to sharing our

activities and adventures with you!



As I write this, I feel extremely proud and humbled by the

incredible energy, enthusiasm and commitment that our

Future Finders Employability College students exhibit

towards their studies, achieving their learning goals and

being a valued member of the employment world. They

are credit to themselves, our New Bridge community and

their loved ones, families and friends. As you read this,

our Spring term has come to end. We look forward to

longer and lighter nights, additional warmth from the sun

and no matter who you are, the prospect of a chocolate

egg (or two) or an alternative treat!

I would like to thank everyone for supporting Future

Finders Employability College in our drive to improving

student attendance. Since returning back to College

after the Winter break, I am pleased to report that

student attendance has improved by 6.2% across the

College to move attendance for the academic year (so

far) to 90%. Change in attitudes towards attendance

means that the proportions of students with persistent

absence (below 90% attendance) are now significantly

improving. We will continue to work on further

improvement during the Summer term. A huge well done

and thank you to all involved with this.

A lot of wonderful activities, events and news has

happened throughout the term and I hope you have been

able to share some of the highlights with us through our

blogs and social media. I hope you enjoy reading the

following highpoints of the term.

I wish to commend all students on their many successful

achievements this term. In addition, I want to express my

appreciation to our talented New Bridge staff family and

the Directors for your ongoing commitment and

devotion. Also, I wish to thank all parents/carers and

families for your ongoing support. Please do all have a

wonderful, peaceful and safe Easter break.

Scott Mckeown, 

Head of Future Finders Employability College
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A Day in the Life of Danielle

A day in the life of Danielle – Age UK – Bury.

Danielle has had a great start at the charity shop and she

has learned many new skills in their first few weeks. Here

is how her day goes…

Danielle has had a great start at the charity shop and she has

learned many new skills in their first few weeks. Here is how her

day goes…

“I arrive at the shop at 10am and hang up our coats and put away

our bags. We then check in with the manager and discuss what

jobs need doing first, this is usually sorting through the bags to

get the stock moving and get items out onto the shop floor. The

next step is to price items which is done with a sticker for books,

CDs, toys and ornaments and a tag for all the clothes which are

attached to the clothes with a tagging gun which I have learned

to use safely over the past couple of weeks and with help from

my job coach I have now mastered.

We check the items to make sure they are clean and nothing is

broken, check the CDs to make sure they are not scratched and

are in their boxes, check toys are clean, not broken and have the

CE mark on them for safety standards.

I have a lunch break at 12pm for half an hour and I bring my own

lunch with me but there are lots of shops around us so there is

time to nip out if we need anything.

After lunch we look at the clothes, firstly we empty bags that

have been brought in onto the table and sort through them. We

are looking for rips and marks and have to make sure they are

clean and fit to put out onto the shop floor for sale. 

Once we have completed the sorting we add the price tag, put

them onto a hanger, put on the size cubes, steam clean them and

hang them on the rail ready for the shop floor.

It is a very busy day but I am really enjoying the experience and

the staff and volunteers are really helpful and have been very

encouraging since the first day.”



A day in the life of Josie at the Reclamation Rooms Café

Josie works at quite a few placements in and around her local

area and has settled in well over the past term to not one, but

three placements.

“I arrive at the Café at 10am and put

my belongings in the back room to

keep them safe and then I put on a

clean apron and wash my hands. I

refill the sugar pots and serve some

breakfast to customers where they

are sitting. I wipe down the dresser

box where the clean cutlery, napkins,

pots, and sugar are kept. I check if

some pots need doing washing and

wash them and then dry them and

put them away in the right place. I

chop up some red onions, red

peppers, yellow peppers, cucumber,

and cherry tomatoes for the house

salad, I put a lid on the container then

put a sticker on it to say what it is

and the date to say when it was

made and put it in the fridge. Then it

is busy again, so I collect dirty pots and do some more washing up

and putting away to keep the kitchen clean and tidy. We get our

lunch at 12.30pm until 1pm and I get a coffee with cream on top to

have with my sandwich. When we have finished, I check the café

again to see if there are any more pots and wash them and then put

them in the dishwasher, this makes them clean. I do lots of different

jobs in a day and it keeps me busy.”

A Day in the Life of Josie



A day in the life of Zulaika – Oldham Library

“First, I walk from college over to the library.

Once I arrive, I check into the library and sign in

the staff logbook for Health and Safety reasons.

I head to the staff room where we leave our

bags and coats.

I already have a list of jobs that we do on a daily

basis, but there are sometimes new tasks that I

have to complete, these are around health,

safety, and hygiene. The first task I start with is

to clean the desks and computers so that they

are safe for the public to use. I then check the

windows in case there has been a leak during

the night.

Once the health and safety tasks are completed, we move on to the organising the book displays

that the library have to encourage people to pick up the books and read.

I spend time revising and checking the shelves, keeping all areas neat and tidy, keeping the

children and teenager sections tidy and ready to be used at all times.

Another one of my roles is helping people to issue and return their books and assist with any

queries that they may have.

During my time at the library, I have worked hard, and the library staff gave me an opportunity

to work on the Reference desk dealing with enquiries and help customers with their IT problems.

I even help to search for books on the online library catalogue.

At the end of a busy shift, I sign out and then

return to college after working hard all day. The

different jobs that I carry out, the people that I

work with and the people that I meet, are what

has helped me to make the decision to want to

work at the library on a more permanent basis.

I am looking forward to starting off as a

volunteer, as there is still so much more I have

to learn…. I cannot wait!”

A Day in the Life of Zulaika



A Day in the Life of Grace

– Age UK (Bury)

Grace is very busy on placement

at Age UK in Bury. She comes into

college for register and then sets

off with her Job coach to Bury in

the car. This is a very large shop

and takes dozens of bags of

clothes in every day from people

donating to the charity, also toys,

items of furniture, house hold

goods and lots of bric-a-brac.

On arrival Grace hangs up her coat

and puts her bag in her locker,

then asks the manager what

needs sorting first and is then

given a task to complete.

Once these items are arranged,

she then has to decide if they are fit for sale, are they broken or

badly tarnished and would someone buy them to wear.

Along with sorting and tagging clothes, there is a job that everyone

loves to help with and that’s choosing an outfit and dressing the

mannequin! 

A Day in the Life of Grace



A Day in the Life of Nathan – Oldham Library

Nathan has been with New Bridge for a number of years, successfully progressing

onto Future Finders via our Pre-Internship Pathway, which provided Nathan with

opportunities to develop and enhance the foundational skills required to work in

professional environments.

“I travel to the Library with my Job Coach and sign into the library independently. I then

work on doing the deep cleaning of public areas of Children’s and Reference Library. I also

use my time at placement to complete 30 minutes of reading aloud and 30 mins Reading

Plus to improve literacy skills, which help me with my English classes back at College. 

I also like to read a book to relax during lunch break. I even borrow books to take home with

me using the Library Online issue system. 

I work Guided Mums to Mum’s and Toddlers Photographic

event in Children’s Library. I have revised Adult Fiction

stock, including Crime, Romance and Large Print to make

sure it was tidy and all books were in the correct order. 

I spend time tidying the Young Readers and Teenage book

section and spend time learning about the different

genres of Teen fiction available. When we finish at the end

of the day, I collect the ID badges from all students and

return them to the correct place on the Issue desk when

signing out of the library.”

A Day in the Life of Nathan



World Book Day
To celebrate World Book Day, students

and staff at Future Finders College took

part in an array of activities. We had some

wonderful entries to our fancy dress

competition and were paid visits by

famous faces such as Harry Potter and

Count Dracula.

Some students enjoyed taking a trip to

Waterstones to spend their World Book

Day vouchers – they even made it onto

the Waterstones Oldham Twitter! During

form time, students participated in a

quiz in which they had to recall the titles

of famous book-to-film adaptations and

award winning books. To round the

World Book Day celebrations off, we all

enjoyed a much-deserved slice of cake.



A Special
Visitor!
We had a special visitor at the

College this term. Jordan came

back to visit Future Finders to say

a big thank you to the team for

helping him to “forge a new path”

at Northern Roots. He looked

resplendent in his work clothes and

reported that he is really enjoying

working hard his new position and

is learning lots about landscape

management, the natural world and

the importance of access to

outside spaces for both the

physical and mental health of the

people of Oldham. Well done,

Jordan!
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